Simon Cummings

Blesi (Five Transitions of the Soul)

for 6 players
For the sake of rhythmic clarity, tremolandi are notated throughout as trills with the alternating pitch shown in brackets. The pair of pitches should sound with equal intensity. All tremolandi are to be played as quickly as possible.

duration: c. 6 minutes

first performance: 30 November 2009: Curious Chamber Players, Rei Munakata, Recital Hall, Birmingham Conservatoire
blemish, tr. v. to damage, injure, sully; to spoil by a flaw.

Etymology: Middle English blemisshen, from Anglo-French blemis-, stem of blesmir; akin to Old Norse blesi blaze

"To read the summary of what God looks for in us is to become conscious of how little we have attained to it, a consciousness which may be followed by the temptation to doubt whether it is even possible. But we must remember that it represents an ideal of perfection, the value of which lies in the fact that it is almost out of our reach in this life, but that it is only in reaching after it, not in lowering it, that we can approximate to it. Perfection in this life consists in tending towards perfection, more in aiming at the ideal than in attaining it."

(Bede Frost, Lent with St Benedict)

This piece was conceived during a time spent in Iceland in 2001. 'Blesi' - Icelandic for "one that blazes" - is the name given to a geothermal phenomenon found within the Geysir National Park (home of the original geyser). It consists of a pair of deep pools of water, one of which is a light green colour, its water boiling hot & its surface shimmering & steaming (being the origin of its name). A thin connecting rivulet allows water to flow across into the other pool, the water of which is a deep azure blue; its temperature is very warm, but nothing like the searing temperatures of its source. This struck me as an apt metaphor for the tenuous relationship between the individual & God, where the blazing source becomes cooled to, at best, a warm version of the original.

The work explores this idea in part through the parallel notion of being 'out of sync'. The material is rooted in a deep, fundamental pulse, in groups of seven, from which the ensemble rebels & ultimately disconnects, forging its own way forward within a different metre (grouped in sixes). The fundamental material is essentially changeless in character, simply tolling out its metre in calm simple fashion, while the instruments that have split off from this pursue alternative ideas, focussing on five episodes, each of which explores a different kind of transition. Ultimately, this essential lack of synchronisation is shown in the structural divisions of the work, which form a large 7:6 rhythmic relationship, mirrored in the shifts of metre, from seven to six. These numbers were chosen for their symbolic connotations within Christianity, seven being the 'perfect' number associated with God, whereas six is commonly associated with evil. The rhythmic relationship of 7:6 can therefore here be seen as an attempt at perfection (7) but within a context that is nothing of the kind (6).

The five central episodes explore transitions inspired by a lyric from a song by Nine Inch Nails: "so many dirty little places / in your filthy little worn out broken down see through soul". Those five epithets, 'filthy', 'little', 'worn out', 'broken down' & 'see-through', form the basis for the transitions. Some involve a shift in the parameters of a basic state, while others undergo a complete change of behaviour. But throughout them all, it is too simplistic to say that the transitions are "from good to evil"; the overall deviation away from the underlying order may be viewed in that light, but not the transitions themselves. As a consequence of the deviation from seven to six, they could perhaps be said to be 'not good' in their entirety, but i see both merits & shortcomings in both the start & end conditions of each transition.

It goes without saying that, in different ways, Blesi explores failure. But my hope is that the work will be heard in a broader, more optimistic light: of the determination to keep striving in the wake of failures & mistakes, & of the heroism & indeed holiness that impels such aspirations.

S. C.
Blesi
(Five Transitions of the Soul)
* The conductor should continue to beat in \( \frac{1}{4} \) but with indications for these in \( \frac{1}{8} \) as shown.
* at this point, the conductor should switch to chord in \( \frac{3}{2} \) with indications for those still in \( \frac{1}{2} \), as shown
* the sustain pedal is no longer to be used, resulting in a very short 'clang' by the tam-tam

* a very heavy cloth or towel should be draped over the tam-tam, drastically reducing the duration of its vibrations
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* at this point, the conductor should revert to beating in \( \frac{3}{2} \) with indications for those still in \( \frac{1}{8} \), as shown.